[Shear waves elastography of the placenta in pregnant baboon].
To evaluate tissue characteristics of the placenta by transabdominal ShearWave Elastography in pregnant baboon. For 9 months (03/2013-12/2013) two operators (EQ, GG) performed ultrasound of the placenta during pregnancy pregnant baboons station partner primatology project. The identification of the placenta was performed previously in 2D ultrasound. The elastography method was then activated. Three measurements were carried out by operator for each placenta. The intraclass correlation coefficients within and between observers were calculated for the objective assessment (elastography) of placental maturity. During the study period, 21 pregnant baboons were included and ultrasounds were performed between 1 and 3 times each. The measurements have been carried out by two operators in 100% of cases. The intra- and inter-observer ICC for single values are respectively 0.657 - 95% CI (0.548 to 0.752) and 0.458 - 95% CI (0.167 to 0.675). The intra- and inter-observer ICC for average values are respectively 0.852 - 95% CI (0.784 to 0.901) and 0.628 - 95% CI (0.286 to 0.806). The study by transabdominal ShearWave Elastography of placenta's pregnant baboons is possible. The intra- and inter-operator reproducibility of this method is good using the average of three measurements. The objective study via elastography ShearWave of the degree of placental maturity seems not yet be used in clinical practice. Studies of larger cohorts are needed.